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Modern identification systems require

maximum security, reliability and ease of use.

Whether storing personal data using access

controls or optimising workflows using time-

keeping systems, fleischhauer cards are the

ambitious solution to these challenges.

cards for access control
and time-keeping

The technology and materials used are as

flexible and individual as your needs and

thanks to state-of-the-art printing and

finishing processes fleischhauer cards do

not only look good, they are also extremely

durable.

Talk to us about your project!
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LoyaltyCard A
thankyou
to our
customers

valid to

customer loyalty and
account cards

welcome back

It is often the little things that keep a

relationship alive and kicking. This is

especially true of customer relations.

fleischhauer cards may be small but they can

make a big difference.

They can be used in a variety of ways, from

discount cards to modern forms of payment.

They help you increase contact with your

customers and at the same time gather

important information about their buying

habits.

fleischhauer cards are available with

customer name, number and signature

panel and any other technological features

you may require for your system.

We know what we are talking about.
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Magnetic stripes

Magnetic stripes are the classic

machine-readable data carrier.

The stored code can be both read

and deleted. This means that new

information can be stored again

and again, whenever required.

Barcodes

The information (letters and numbers)

stored in the stripes of the barcode can be

read by a scanner.

Developed from one-dimensional

barcodes used in shops, two-dimensional

barcodes can store even more data.

Chips

Chip technology uses microelectronics to store and

read data. Data can be transferred to and from the

chip whenever it comes into

contact with the card reader.

The latest advances in chip

technology have made it

possible to store much larger

quantities of data and with the

help of microprocessors data

can be encrypted for security 

purposes.

reliable technology
for all your purposes
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RFID

Radio frequency identification (RFID)

combines all the advantages of modern data

carrier technology: user comfort (no contact

needed to read the card), a high

standard of data security as well

as imperviousness of both card

and card reader to the

influences of humidity, dirt and

light. Another advantage of

contactless cards is that both

sides of the data carrier remain

completely free to be printed.

This is how RFID works: Data can be read from

and saved to the chip embedded in the card

without contact with the card reader being

necessary. This is thanks to the use of an

extremely thin antenna also hidden within

the card. The energy needed to read, write

and send information comes from an

electromagnetic field generated by the coiled

antenna.

The multitude of possible applications is

reflected in the variety of different RFID

media: contactless data carriers are available

as cards, tickets, labels, coins and key fobs,

just to name a few.
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as you like it

A plastic card is made up of several layers

melded together during lamination. This

gives the card stability and durability,

protecting it against wear and tear. The

choice of materials is of utmost importance

and this choice is made taking into

consideration the intended use of the card.

Monocards, consisting of only one

unlaminated layer, are frequently used in

applications which do not depend on a

specific system.

special formats and finishes

While the dimensions of system specific

cards have to meet certain requirements,

cards destined for all other uses can be

supplied in non-standard formats and card

thicknesses.
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make it personal

personalisation and lettering

Delivery of your cards and their PIN numbers

plays a decisive role in the fast and secure

handling of your project.

Leave the logistics to us: from data

processing to dispatch to your customers,

we can do it all.

Many applications require personalised cards.

Individual lettering makes your card distinctive.

Personalisation can take the form of customer

name and/or number as well as coloured

passport or full-length photographs. We offer

various methods of personalisation, e.g.

thermal transfer, colour sublimation,

embossing and hot-stamping.
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just the thing

card accessories and
all-round solutions

In-house thermal transfer printing may be the

answer if you need to personalise smaller

numbers of cards on a regular basis (for

instance visitor or employee ID-cards). Ask us

about printer systems (monochrome or 4-

colour) to suit your card project.

We would be happy to give you advice on all-

round solutions, including everything from the

cards to the card readers, such as tag viewers

for contactless cards, magnetic readers or

scanners for barcode systems.

Keeping your cards protected will increase

their durability and help ensure they remain

functioning properly. Transparent and

coloured card covers are available in a variety

of designs.

To keep them from going astray you can

combine your cards and covers with the

following: card holders, yoyo card holders,

clips, straps and chains.
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Fleischhauer Datenträger has been one of

the leading manufacturers of cards and

tickets for identification and access-control

systems for many years. Many of the

solutions you find on the market are based

on developments made by us.

Working in close cooperation with system

manufacturers, Fleischhauer can respond

to the challenges of demanding card

projects using the technological skills and

know-how gathered over many years. We

can also draw on more than 10 years of

highly-specialised experience and on our

finely-tuned production facilities for smart

applications using RFID.

technological competence and
quality management

Thanks to ongoing quality controls and

material testing in our in-house laboratory,

the quality of our products just keeps

getting better and better.

Both development and production are

certified according to EN ISO 9001:2000,

the internationally valid standard for

quality management systems.
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Member of
AIM Germany

Phone +49 - 2323 - 98779 - 241/242
Fax +49 - 2323 - 98779 - 249

          Forellstrasse 120 • D-44653 Herne
     Fleischhauer Datenträger GmbH

            cards@fdas.de  ·  www.fdas.de


